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Abstract
In West Frisian, when there are two verbs in a cluster (an auxiliary verb
and a main verb) the auxiliary-final word order is considered to be pre-
scriptively correct. However, verb clusters display much word order vari-
ation in the West Germanic languages in general and present-day Frisian
speakers have been observed using auxiliary-first two-verb clusters, such
as ’hie sjoen’ (had seen). In Dutch, both orders have been grammatical for
at least four centuries, and recently intensified language contact between
these two languages is an obvious factor in this development. However,
in older Frisian texts, this ‘ungrammatical’ auxiliary-first order has also
been attested Hoekstra (2012). This raises a question: is the modern use
of this word order really a new development taken from Dutch, or some-
thing older? To be able to tell the difference between these options, we
test whether Early-Modern Frisian auxiliary-first orders have similar us-
age patterns as the modern Dutch ones. We have extracted verb clus-
ters from a corpus of Early-Modern Frisian texts and compare the factors
that predict usage of the auxiliary-first orders in the Middle Frisian texts
to the factors that predict this order in Dutch. We conclude that these
auxiliary-first verb cluster word orders used in Early-Modern Frisian texts
likely came from Dutch, but through learned borrowing, while the present-
day Frisian variation arose from contact through widespread bilingualism.

Keywords: language contact; historical linguistics; West-Frisian; verb clusters;
multifactorial regression modeling

1 Introduction
Verb clusters display much word order variation in the West Germanic lan-
guages. In Frisian,1 when there are two verbs in a cluster (an auxiliary

1 In this article, we use the term Frisian to refer to the West-Frisian language (Westerlauw-
ers Fries), the variety of Frisian spoken in the Dutch province of Fryslân, as opposed to
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verb and a main verb), the order of verbs is prescriptively considered to
be fixed. However, in practice it appears that both logically possible verb
cluster orders are now being used in Frisian:
(1) Anne

Anne
sei
said

dat
that

er
he
my
me

sjoen
seen

hie.
had

‘Anne said that he had seen me’
(2) Anne

Anne
sei
said

dat
that

er
he
my
me

hie
had

sjoen.
seen

‘Anne said that he had seen me’
Example 1 shows the 2-1 order, so called because the syntactically higher

head verb (referred to as 1) comes after the lower lexical verb (referred to
as 2). Example 2 shows the 1-2 order, where the head verb comes first. This
terminology can also be extended to larger clusters — a 1-2-3-4 cluster is
head-first and has the main verb last. A cluster that is completely head-first
is called an ascending cluster (the numbers go up), a completely head-final
cluster is descending (2-1, 3-2-1 etc.).
Prescriptively, only the order in example (1) is considered normative,

but Frisian speakers now use two-verb clusters in the 1-2 order as well, as
in example (2). This situation is similar to modern Dutch, where the main
verb can be used in both positions. The change in Frisian verb cluster order
appears to be recent, and influenced by language contact with Dutch (de
Haan 1996). It has even been found that Frisian bilingual children have
similar word order preferences in their Frisian as in their Dutch, producing
both orders (Meyer et al. 2015). However, the non-normative 1-2 order also
appears in older Frisian texts. For example, in the Oudfriese Oorkonden (late
mediaeval charters), written between 1397 and 1545, this order is used 40%
of the time, in a sample of 810 verb clusters (Larooij 1991).
This raises some questions on the nature of this change in verb cluster

order preferences. Is the modern use of this word order actually a new devel-
opment taken from Dutch, a consequence of hundreds of years of language
contact, or a continuation of an older language-internal development? And
what kinds of language contact between Dutch and Frisian may have af-
fected this change?
Saterland Frisian or North Frisian, spoken in parts of northern Germany. The West-Frisian
language should also not be confused with the West Frisian dialect of Dutch, which is a
Hollandic Dutch dialect influenced by the West Frisian language.
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To study this, we have to consider an intermediate stage of the lan-
guage, which is Early-Modern Frisian.2 Studying a 17th century essay from
the time period in which Early-Modern Frisian was spoken, Hoekstra (2012)
found that 10% of the verb clusters in this text are in the 1-2 order, taking
this as a Dutch contact effect. But can it be a contact effect when the per-
centage of ’Dutch-like’ orders is no different than in older texts? We would
expect word order preferences between the languages to converge in the
case of contact effects. The percentage of 1-2 orders should then be a quan-
tity that is between the 20-40% of the Old Frisian charters and the 70% of
modern day written Dutch. Alternatively, this finding of 10% 1-2 orders in
the 17th century might be a continuation of verb cluster order variation as
an older Germanic phenomenon, as found in the Oudfriese Oorkonden. And
if it is a contact effect, why are the relative frequencies of 1-2 order clus-
ters in these early-modern texts much lower than among young bilingual
speakers of Frisian in the 21st century?
We present a corpus analysis of Early-Modern Frisian verb clusters as

an investigation of the nature of the variation that occurs in the texts. To
account for the 1-2 orders that are used in Early-Modern Frisian texts, we
are particularly interested in the contexts in which this order is used in the
Early-Modern Frisian corpus, as this may help us to identify the source of
this construction in Early-Modern Frisian.
We will proceed as follows. In section 2, we discuss verb cluster word

order variation in Frisian more broadly, describing verb cluster order in
earlier and later stages of Frisian to identify possible sources of variation.
We end the section with three possible hypotheses on where the order vari-
ation found in Early-Modern Frisian texts might have come from. Next, in
section 3, we discuss the nature of the variation in Dutch, which is neces-
sary to understand any Dutch-Frisian contact effects that we might find. In
section 4 we present the corpus and methodology of our study, in which we
gather data on Early-Modern Frisian verb cluster orders. Results are pre-
sented in section 5, followed by a discussion in section 6 of the results in
relation to the hypotheses on the source of the variation, and a conclusion
in section 7.

2 While 16th to 19th century Frisian is sometimes referred to as Middle Frisian, we will use
the term Early-Modern Frisian in order to be consistent with the naming of related Germanic
languages such as Dutch and Low German. We call the variety that was used from around
the year 1400 to the 16th century Middle Frisian, following Versloot (2004).
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2 Verb clusters in Frisian
In this section, we will identify possible sources for the verb cluster order
variation in Early-Modern Frisian by examining verb clusters and language
contact in Frisian more broadly. We first summarize what is known about
verb cluster order in Modern Frisian, and then go back in time to verb clus-
ters in historical varieties of Frisian in section 2.2. In section 2.3 we move
to the topic of contact in historical Frisian texts by discussing the literature
on texts containing mixed Middle Frisian. This literature proposes two pos-
sible contact situations that may have led to these mixed texts, which we
analyse in section 2.4. Then, we move back to the topic of verb clusters and
investigate how they are used in these Middle Frisian mixed texts in sec-
tion 2.5. Lastly, all of this leads us to three possible sources for the use of
1-2 orders in Early-Modern Frisian texts, which are proposed in section 2.6.

2.1 Modern Frisian
Like other West-Germanic languages, Frisian expresses properties such as
tense and aspect by means of auxiliary verbs. Frisian is a verb-final language
(SOV), so these verbs end up clustered together at the end of the sentence
in an embedded context. The auxiliary verb, which is the syntactic head of
the cluster, is then typically in the final position, as in the example below
(repeated from 1):
(3) Anne

Anne
sei
said

dat
that

er
he
my
me

sjoen
seen

hie.
had

‘Anne said that he had seen me’
If we were to base this section on verb cluster order in Frisian only on the

rules listed in reference grammars, it would be a short section. Verb cluster
order in Modern Frisian is typically described as fixed. According to most
older speakers of Frisian, only this 2-1 verb cluster order should be used. In
fact, modern reference grammars still explicitly exclude verb cluster varia-
tion in Frisian. For example, in the Frisian grammar of Popkema (2006), it
is mentioned that there is order variation in the Dutch verbal end group in
some cases, but that this freedom is not present in Frisian (Popkema 2006:
p. 247). It is explained that only the 2-1 order should be used. In prac-
tice however, this is not the whole story. It has been shown that language
contact between Frisian and Dutch has also affected the word order of verb
clusters that speakers use in their Frisian: both word orders are used, as in
Dutch.
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The linguistic literature on modern Frisian usually describes it as a lan-
guage that is affected by language contact. The variety of Frisian that
has undergone contact-induced change has been called Interference Frisian
(de Haan 1997). According to de Haan (1997), Frisian is undergoing in-
terference under full bilingualism, as opposed to situations where a first lan-
guage affects a second language, or vice versa. This is because all speakers
of Frisian also speak Dutch and are thus fully bilingual.
In Interference Frisian, both 2-1 and 1-2 verb orders are used and they

are ‘accepted by an increasing number of Frisian speakers’ (de Haan 1997:
pp. 289-290). It has been noted that this is not just a case of copying the
Dutch system of verb cluster ordering. Taking Frisian verb clusters of more
than two verbs under consideration, Koeneman & Postma (2006) tested for
the existence of hybrid word orders by means of a grammaticality judge-
ment task. They find that hybrid orders are indeed accepted by Frisian
secondary school children with two Frisian-speaking parents, yet less fre-
quently than the orders that are typical in standard Dutch and standard
Frisian. They argue that some of these hybrid orders can only exist by
mixing grammatical parameters from the two standard languages. Alter-
natively, Hoekstra & Versloot (2016) argue that the acceptance of these
hybrid orders can also be analysed as a consequence of frequency and sim-
ilarity effects, without assuming grammatical parameters. In their study,
the grammaticality judgement data is best modeled when Dutch and Frisian
constructions are assumed to be equally frequent in the children’s language
input. Even though the two analyses are based on different theories of syn-
tax, both findings suggest that modern Frisian verb cluster order preferences
are shifting due to a form of language contact in which constructions from
two languages are being combined.
While grammaticality judgement evidence may not be reliable for a con-

struction with such strong normative biases as Frisian verb cluster order,
there is more direct evidence as well. Meyer et al. (2015) conducted a
sentence repetition study with Dutch and Frisian two-verb clusters among
Frisian bilingual children to investigate this ongoing language change. They
compare the childrens’ performance on the two languages, and also com-
pare their performance to that of monolingual Dutch children. They found
a large amount of Dutch interference in the Frisian task, with the bilingual
children having almost the same word order preferences as in the Dutch
task. Sometimes, Dutch verbs were also used in the otherwise Frisian sen-
tences. On the other hand, only marginal amounts of interference were
found in the Dutch task: the children had a slightly greater preference for
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2-1 orders than monolingual Dutch children. These results indicate that the
contact-induced change in verb cluster orders has progressed quite far.

2.2 Historical varieties of Frisian
It does not seem to be the case that the 1-2 order was always ungrammatical
until recent times. In Middle Frisian texts, written before the order prefer-
ences in Dutch started shifting towards the 1-2 order, this non-normative
1-2 order also appears. For instance, in the Elder Skeltenariucht from 1485,
the 1-2 order is used about 10% of the time (Bor 1971). Furthermore, as
mentioned in the introduction, in the Oudfriese Oorkonden, written between
1397 and 1545, this order is used 40% of the time according to Larooij
(1991), with a sample size of 810 verb clusters. However, Larooij (1991)
does not take the Middle Dutch interference in these texts into account,
which may account for some of the 1-2 orders. This interference often takes
the form of formulaic opening and closing sentences that show borrowed
lexical elements: in the Old Frisian charters from 1397-1460, 52% of the
closing sequences contain Dutch lexical elements, such as ons instead of uws
for ‘our’, though in later years this percentage decreases. If such borrowing
also took place within the verb clusters that occur in the formulaic opening
sequences, the borrowed clusters would have been in the 1-2 order, as this
order was prevalent in Middle Dutch charter opening sequences (Boonen
2007).
In Old High German and Old English texts, verb cluster orders vary as

well, from which Bloem et al. (2015) inferred that Proto-West-Germanic
exhibited some degree of verb cluster order variation. Their reconstruction
assumes particularly free word order options for verb clusters with ‘to have’
as an auxiliary verb, as this construction was just grammaticalizing at the
time. The large degree of variation with this verb was also noted by La-
rooij’s (1991) study of the Old Frisian charters. These studies show that
verb cluster order variation may be an older Germanic phenomenon that
has disappeared in some varieties (English and 20th century Frisian) or in
some cases only in the case of two-verb clusters (German).
Another reference point on the diachronic timeline of verb cluster vari-

ation is the study by Hoekstra (2012), who conducted a study of verb clus-
ters in a 17th century essay by the Frisian author Gysbert Japicx written in
Early-Modern Frisian: the largest Frisian prose text from the 17th and 18th
century. Hoekstra found that 10% of the verb clusters in this text are clusters
in the 1-2 order (or ascending, in the case of larger clusters), and that these
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clusters exhibit some properties that typical Frisian 2-1 ordered clusters do
not show. Most notably, they show the Infinitivus-pro-Participio (IPP) ef-
fect, where an infinitival verb is used in middle positions of a cluster, when
a participial verb might be expected. This phenomenon is normally found in
Dutch and German. Therefore, Hoekstra (2012) takes these 1-2 clusters as
a Dutch contact effect. Other factors noted by Hoekstra (2012) to be associ-
ated with ascending orders are larger clusters, ‘te’-infinitive constructions,
causative dwaan ‘to do’ as an auxiliary verb, and infinitival main verbs.
Hoekstra (2012) argues that these factors are also associated with Dutch in-
terference, particularly in the written modality. For example, larger clusters
are more commonly ascending (i.e. an 1-2-3 order cluster), and larger clus-
ters are more common in written Dutch than in spoken Frisian. Therefore,
the use of large ascending clusters in written Frisian may be influenced by
written Dutch. This link can be assumed because the author was bilingual,
authored many pieces in Dutch, and had presumably learned to write in
Dutch, as there was not much of a Frisian written tradition at this time.
If 1-2 order verb clusters are used in modern Frisian, in Early-Modern

Frisian, and also in Middle Frisian, there is the possibility that the verb clus-
ter order variation that is currently being observed in Interference Frisian
was always there as a language-internal phenomenon. However, this idea
that the 1-2 order has been in continuous use seems unlikely given the fact
that it is now considered non-normative in reference grammars and accord-
ing to many Frisians. There is indeed evidence to suggest that the 1-2 order
was not used for some time after the Early-Modern Frisian texts were written
and before approximately the 1970s or 1980s. Wolf (1996: p. 39) presents
data from a series of studes in the early 90s, in which children in their final
year of elementary school (around age 12) show 2-1 order preferences of
about 40% to 60%, while their parents use the 2-1 order almost exclusively.
Some other relevant data can be found in Pauwels’s (1953) dialect sur-

vey, which presents the results of a questionnaire with 15 sentences con-
taining verb clusters in subordinate clauses with various auxiliary verbs.
This questionnaire was sent out for translation to speakers of local dialects
throughout the Dutch language area. Pauwels concluded that the 2-1 order
is nearly always used in Frisia, with exceptions mainly found in the south-
east part of the province of Frisia, in which the Low Saxon Stellingwarfs
dialect is spoken. Unfortunately, results were only presented by province,
meaning that an exact percentage of 2-1 orders for only the Frisian-speaking
part of Frisia is not available.
The Dynamische Syntactische Atlas van de Nederlandse Dialecten (Dynamic

Syntactic Atlas of Dutch dialects, DynaSAND, Barbiers et al. 2006) is an
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atlas of syntactic constructions, based on transcriptions of dialect speech
collected throughout the Netherlands and Flanders, including the Frisian
speaking areas. The data was collected between 2000-2002 from older
speakers, mostly born before 1940. The DynaSAND does not show any 1-2
orders in Frisian-speaking areas.3 For three-verb clusters, most examples
are also fully descending, though two of the four test sentences show excep-
tions.4 This provides further evidence that the 1-2 order was unlikely to be
used during most of these speakers’ lifetimes.
Another source during this time period before Interference Frisian ap-

peared is a short article by van der Meulen (1937), who claimed that both
Stedfrysk (Town Frisian) and Lânfrysk (Frisian) have 2-1 as a fixed rule, i.e.
no verb cluster order variation. Stedfrysk is a set of dialects that are spoken
in certain larger Frisian towns, which have a vocabulary that is more similar
to Hollandic dialects and a grammar that is more similar to Frisian. There-
fore, this observation is surprising — one might expect to find a Hollandic
phenomenon such as 1-2 orders in these dialects. However, van der Meulen
(1937) also notes that both orders were still used in an older Stedfrysk text,
A. Jeltema’s Het vermaak der Slagterij from 1768, with ascending orders ap-
pearing particularly in larger verb clusters.5 van der Meulen (1937) thus
concludes from this that the fixed order in Stedfrysk is a fairly recent phe-
nomenon. If 1-2 orders had disappeared even in this ‘mixed language’ of
Stedfrysk, then it seems to us quite likely that they were also not used in
Frisian at this time.
When discussing older Frisian texts, we must take the Frisian language’s

history of contact into account. During the time period in which the avail-
able texts were written and throughout its history, Frisian was a lesser used
language, interacting with various culturally dominant languages. During
the Middle Frisian period from about the 14th to the 16th century these
languages were Middle Low German and Middle Dutch, and later, modern
Dutch. Potential evidence for early language contact is the existence of
‘mixed’ Frisian texts, which contain Middle Frisian mixed with word forms
from superstrate languages that were spoken in the area. Several authors
have discussed these texts and what kind of language contact might have

3 In four test sentences focusing on two-verb clusters: verteld hat ‘has told’, roepen ha ‘have
called’, stoarn is ‘has died’, zien meist ‘may see’.

4 The test sentences zwemme kinne moat ‘swim can must’ and zwemme gongen is ‘swim went
is’ show some exceptions where the auxiliary is placed first, the other test sentences are
roepen kinne hie ‘call can had’ and make ha moat ‘made have must’

5 Interestingly, this matches Hoekstra’s (2012) observation that larger clusters in Gysbert
Japicx’s Early-Modern Frisian are also more likely to be in the ascending order.
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given rise to them. In the next section 2.3 we summarize this literature, and
in section 2.4 we present our view of the types of contact that these studies
imply.

2.3 ‘Mixed Frisian’ texts and language contact
A particularly interesting Middle Frisian set of texts with regards to lan-
guage contact are the Basle Wedding Speeches, initially annotated and edited
by Buma (1957), who noted that the Middle Frisian in these texts is mixed
with Middle Low German and Middle Dutch forms. Later, Blom (2008) also
discussed some relevant sociolinguistic aspects of these texts, analysing de-
viant elements and comparing them to those in another mixed Frisian text
from the fifteenth century, Thet Freske Riim. The Basle texts are interesting
because they are wedding speeches, a register that is different from the legal
documents that make up most of the extant Middle Frisian texts. Further-
more one of the three texts looks like it was written ”in some haste” (Blom
2008: p. 1). This is an indication of the use of a less formal register.
The language used in this manuscript appears to be a clear case of ‘con-

tact’ Middle Frisian, influenced by Middle Dutch and Middle Low German.
Several authors have written about the possible nature of this contact. Brem-
mer (1997) argues that the writer, who calls himself Bernard of Roordahuzum
(in West Frisia), is a bilingual with “a full command neither of Frisian nor
Low German, certainly not in his writing, nor in all likelihood in his spo-
ken usage” (Bremmer 1997: p. 383). He comes to this conclusion after
analysing another mixed text by the author of the Basle Wedding Speeches,
the Life of St Hubert, which is a Low German text with Frisian elements,
rather than a Frisian text with Low German elements. Bremmer claims that
the Bernard’s mixed writing reflects a language change that is ongoing at
the time:

Bernard’s use of Low German is an early witness of language
mixing that has resulted in the Frisian substratum underlying
the present-day Low German dialects of the former Frisian
speaking areas of Groningen and Ostfriesland. In Bernard’s
Frisian we see a process of language shift which, especially
when large numbers of speakers are concerned, marks the be-
ginning of language loss which will eventually lead to lan-
guage death (Bremmer 1997: p. 383).
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This type of contact may also have resulted in the mixed language in the
Basle Wedding Speeches, although it is unclear to us why a writer from West
Frisia would be representative of language change in the more eastern areas
mentioned in Bremmer’s quote above.
Blom (2008) proposes an alternative explanation, supported by an older

study of Thet Freske Riim (Campbell 1950). Campbell finds a similar lan-
guage mixture there, and suggests that it is comparable to the language of
the Basle Wedding Speeches. This suggests that ”such a mixture was normal
in Frisian at the time”, and Campbell calls it ”the curious mixed Frisian
of the fifteenth century”, referring to written language (Campbell 1950: p.
208). Blom (2008) finds that the two texts indeed have similar features,
and takes this as evidence for the existence of a shared written register in
which using borrowed forms was normal, a register that was used in late
mediaeval Frisia. It is plausible that literate mediaeval Frisians were multi-
lingual, because their works show familiarity with texts written in Middle
Dutch and Middle Low German. This familiarity may have influenced their
written Frisian (Blom 2008: p. 21). After all, an author or scribe was most
likely to be influenced by the language in which he had been trained to
write (Blom 2008: p. 14). Blom illustrates this with a quote from Bischoff
(1985: p. 1263): “im allgemeinen schreibt man nicht, wie man spricht,
sondern wie man zu schreiben gelernt hat” [“Generally one does not write
in the way one speaks, but in the way one has learned to write”].

2.4 Language contact, acquisition and change
The proposals by Bremmer and Blom, that of extensive mixing of the lan-
guages in general and that of a mixed written register among the literate
Frisians, describe two possible contact situations that might have given rise
to the mixed language in the texts. In this section, we will link these contact
situations to theories on language acquisition and change, in order to learn
how these two types of language contact might be reflected in a text.
In the first proposal by Bremmer (1997), the contact has the form of

widespread multilingualism, and in the second proposal by Blom (2008),
the contact is a limited form of ‘learned contact’ affecting only the lit-
erate classes. These two proposals also roughly correspond to two kinds
of language change that have been distinguished in the literature: change
from below and change from above (Labov 1965; 1994), where ‘below’ and
‘above’ refer to the level of awareness of the phenomenon. Furthermore,
they correspond to two types of language acquisition: early acquisition and
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late acquisition (Weerman 2011). In a situation of widespread multilingual-
ism, it is likely that children learn both languages when they are young, as is
the case with Frisian and Dutch in modern-day Frisia — this is early acquisi-
tion. Learned contact takes place when a speaker is older and anything the
speaker learns in this way can be considered late language acquisition, even
if the speaker has already acquired the language early on. Late acquisition
can take place in a speaker’s first language (adult L1 acquisition), as well
as in acquisition of a second language (L2 acquisition) (Weerman 2011).
Early acquisition is characterized by (nearly) perfect acquisition of the in-
put structures, while late acquisition may be imperfect, for example with
regards to opaque aspects of paradigms or previously unknown phonemes.
In the situation described by Bremmer (1997), the Frisian spoken in the

region in which the author lived would have changed ‘from below’: the
contact phenomena might have become a part of the speakers’ language
systems without beingmarked in someway, andwould have appeared in the
texts as a consequence of early acquisition by the author. Bremmer (1997)
notes that a Low German text by the same author in the same manuscript
also contains some Frisian forms, though less than Low German forms in
the Frisian Basle Wedding Speeches, indicating a lack of awareness of the
language mixing. In the situation described by Blom (2008), the language
mixture would instead come ‘from above’ reflecting the writing education
of the author, a form of late acquisition by the author.
There are a few factors that characterize these two different forms of

language change. As noted by Weerman et al. (2013), changes from above
will first become apparent in formal language, while changes from below
will first become apparent in informal texts. However, this factor is not
very relevant when studying Middle Frisian, as all extant texts from this
time period are written in a formal register. Another possible difference
is that language changes from below are likely to be more internalized in
the language system, as they are acquired at a younger age. If a bilingual
speaker of some form of ‘interference Frisian’ uses both verb cluster orders,
but is not aware of this because it is normal to hear both orders in their
input, it is simply a part of their grammar, just as it would be for a native
speaker of the source language (i.e. Dutch or Low German). The use of the
two orders will be subject to the same cognitive constraints that it is subject
to in the source language, and is likely to follow typical usage patterns from
the source language. On the other hand, if a Frisian writer who learned to
write in Dutch uses both verb cluster orders because he noticed that the
1-2 order is used in Dutch writing in addition to the 2-1 order, or uses some
other construction which does not exist otherwise in the recipient language,
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this will not be internalized in the same way. Instead, the 1-2 order would
be used as a stylistically marked option, used only in fixed constructions that
are borrowed from Dutch, or used in different contexts than in the Dutch
source language. For example, an author using learned borrowings, whose
language has changed ‘from above’, might not have picked up on subtle
patterns such as the fact that the 1-2 order is used much more frequently
with infinitival main verbs than with participial main verbs, and therefore
overuse it with participial main verbs or underuse it with infinitival main
verbs.
These studies of the Basle Wedding Speeches and other mixed texts have

not addressed verb cluster order specifically. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, for verb clusters there is another option besides these two forms of
language contact: that the use of 1-2 orders is a continuation of an older
language-internal development. This is not unlikely, because Old High Ger-
man and Old English have both orders as well, and therefore Proto-West-
Germanic was likely to have both orders. Perhaps surprisingly, in this case
we also expect to see similar usage patterns as in modern Dutch: after all,
these Proto-West-Germanic verb clusters would be subject to the same cog-
nitive constraints as their modern Dutch counterparts. However, in this
case we would not observe any other contact effects, such as borrowed verb
cluster constructions or an association between borrowed words with Dutch
origins and the (potentially borrowed) 1-2 order.
Knowing about verb cluster order variation in Middle Frisian situation in

a text with clear interference effects may help to understand the subsequent
Early-Modern Frisian situation. In the case of language contact, it might be
expected that the 1-2 order is used more frequently in clusters where Dutch
lexical forms are used, which is something that can be observed in a mixed
text. Do the 1-2 orders used in the Wedding Speeches show signs of contact,
or could they be an option left over from Proto-West-Germanic? Before
investigating the contact hypotheses, to investigate the plausibility of the
language-internal hypothesis, we will now present a brief corpus analysis of
verb clusters in the Middle-Frisian mixed texts of the Basle Wedding Speeches,
and possible relationships between word order and the source languages of
the words.

2.5 Verb clusters in ‘Mixed Frisian’
The Basle Wedding Speeches consist of three texts. In these texts we found 67
verbal clusters: 64 comprised of two verbs (being either two verbs in subor-
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dinate clauses or three verbs in main clauses, with one in the V2-position), 3
comprised of three verbs. For most of the verb clusters, the language could
fairly easily be identified, using phonological and morphological criteria,
e.g. laten staan ‘let stand’ is Dutch, leta stan ‘idem’ is Frisian, heeft ghes-
proghen ‘has spoken’ is Dutch, spreka mey ‘may speak’ is Frisian. For two
clusters, the language remained undefined.
Text I had 34% Dutch verb clusters (n= 29), the other two 20% and 12%

(n = 10, 26). However, this contrast was not statistically significant (χ2 =
4.13; d f = 2; p = 0.13). This implies that there is no point in comparing the
proportion between ascending and descending word order as a reflection of
the overall language profile of the texts.
We also considered a potential relation between the language of the

individual verbal clusters and the word order. Among the 62 two-word
clusters with an identifiable language, there was no discernible contrast,
with 38% ascending word orders in ‘Frisian’ clusters, against 33% in Dutch
(n= 47, 15; Fisher’s Exact Test, d f = 1; p = 0.73).
The hypothesis that there would be a relation between the linguistic

origin of the language material from the perspective of phonology and mor-
phology and the word order in verbal clusters is not supported by this data.
Furthermore, the overall percentage of 38% ascending word order in two
verb clusters (n = 64) in this text with a lot of interferences from non-
Frisian varieties is not particularly high, compared to the percentages in
purely Frisian texts from the same period.6 This makes it less likely that the
use of the ascending word order in late-Mediaeval and early-Modern Frisian
should be ascribed to language contact with Dutch and Low German.
We also considered the relation between word order and construction

type. We considered the following constructions: aspectual (gaet sitta goes
sit = ‘to sit down’), modal auxiliary, verbal past participle with ‘to have’
(habba), past participle with ‘to be’ (wessa), passive with ‘to become’ (werda),
present participle with ‘to be’ (libben sint living are = ‘are alive’). A χ2

test over these six categories showed a statistically significant difference
(χ2 = 12.54; d f = 5; p = 0.03). However, this result may not be reli-
able due to missing values: there are no passive constructions or ‘to be’
present participles in the ascending order. From other research (Versloot
et al. 2012; Bloem et al. 2017) it is known that these subcategories can
be grouped into larger groups: modals and aspectual verbs tend to trigger

6 It is low in comparison with Frisian poetry and the Middle Frisian charters, but it is sub-
stantially higher than in various Middle and Early Modern prose texts. Most of the speeches
consist of prose, with some scattered portions of local rhyming (without developing a real
verse form).
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ascending word order, past particples with ‘to have’ take an intermediate
position, while past or present participles with copula may be considered of
a rather adjectival nature and are more inclined towards descending word
order in Dutch. The percentages of ascending word order for these three
groups are: 58% (n= 26), 33% (n= 18), 15% (n= 13). A χ2 test over these
three categories revealed a statistically significant bias in the distribution
(χ2 = 8.98; d f = 2; p = 0.01).7
None of the three three-verb clusters found in the texts were entirely de-

scending (*3-2-1) as in 20th century Modern West Frisian. All three clusters
consisted of a finite form of a modal and werda ‘to become’ as the middle
verb. The order was entirely ascending 1-2-3 (moete werde vergarret ‘has
to be gathered’) one time, and in the 3-1-2 order two times. From these
results, we can conclude the following:
i. The preference for ascending word order was not correlated with the
use of Dutch word forms in these texts, neither on the level of the
texts, nor on the level of the individual utterances.8 This makes it
unlikely that ascending word orders found in Middle Frisian texts
appear due to language contact with Dutch;

ii. The author of the three speeches shows an inclination towards as-
cending word order of 38%, which is not uncommon for Frisian texts
with fewer lexical and phonological Dutch interferences of that time;

iii. The use of the word order is strongly regulated along the same cline
as in Early Modern and Present Day Dutch, with a high level of ap-
plication in combination with modal verbs and aspectual verbs.

Point 1 discards specific Dutch influence in the choice for ascending
word order as an expression of skilled bilingualism with different word or-
ders for different languages (which would be a non-interference scenario).
Point 2 makes is unlikely that the ascending word orders in these three
texts are a specific feature of the author’s interference Frisian. Even if his
language admixture was the result of an early bilingualism, his word order
in verbal clusters did not differ substantially from the word order in other
Frisian texts of those days, which, given their linguistic character, were
written by people with much less linguistic interference. Point 3 suggests
that the choice for ascending word order ran along similar lines as in Dutch,

7 When taking all perfect tense constructions with a past particple with either ‘to have’ or
‘to be’ together as one category, this also results in a significant skewed distribution with
p = 0.002.

8 One might also consider an effect the other way around: from word order to phonolog-
ical shape of the words; however, the priming effect may work two ways with the same
conclusion.
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where we assume that it reflects aspects of sentence processing (as proposed
and discussed by De Sutter 2009; Bloem et al. 2017; Bloem 2016b). In case
of a learned borrowing, one expects a random application or at least pro-
foundly different rates and clines of application than in the donor language.
Therefore, it is unlikely that borrowing was the decisive factor resulting in
the verb cluster word orders found in this mixed text: neither full bilingual-
ism with early acquisition, nor learned borrowing with late acquisition of
the ascending verb cluster orders, but rather an older Germanic word order
option that was still available at this time.
Now that we have discussed verb clusters before Early-Modern Frisian,

and possible sources of the 1-2 order in Early-Modern Frisian, we can for-
mulate several hypotheses about where the 1-2 order, and with that the
variation, in Early-Modern Frisian might have come from.

2.6 Hypotheses
On the basis of the literature and data just discussed, we can sketch a time-
line of verb cluster order variation in Frisian. To start, it is likely that Proto-
West-Germanic had verb cluster order variation. Next, we just saw that that
mediaeval Frisian texts show variation, but most likely not due to language
contact at all. From Hoekstra (2012), we know that Early-Modern Frisian
texts show variation, but not why. Lastly, from other work, we know that
modern Frisian has verb cluster order variation that can be attributed to
language contact with Dutch due to full bilingualism
This leaves us with a knowledge gap at Early-Modern Frisian, for which

there are three possibilities:
i. Variation in Early-Modern Frisian texts is not due to contact, but a
continuation of the mediaeval situation, as in the mixed Frisian of
the Basle Wedding Speeches.

ii. Variation in Early-Modern Frisian texts is due to contact through
bilingualism, with early acquisition of the optionality, similar to the
modern Frisian situation and the arguments made by Bremmer (1997)
on mixed Frisian.

iii. Variation in Early-Modern Frisian texts is due to learned borrow-
ing, with late acquisition of the optionality, along the lines of Blom’s
(2008) account for the mixed Frisian texts.

To find out which of these sources can account for the 1-2 orders that are
used in Early-Modern Frisian texts, we are particularly interested in the
contexts in which the ‘Dutch’ 1-2 cluster order is used in the Early-Modern
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Frisian corpus. In our study, we test whether the Early-Modern Frisian 1-2
orders occur in the same contexts as modern Dutch 1-2 orders to see whether
the use of this order is a contact effect, and what type of contact is respon-
sible for them.
It has been argued that verb cluster order variation in Dutch has the

function of facilitating sentence processing: the verb cluster order that is
‘easier’ or more economical in a particular context is used (De Sutter 2009;
Bloem et al. 2017). By studying whether the variation in Early-Modern
Frisian texts correlates with the same factors as the variation in modern
Dutch, we can infer whether Early-Modern Frisian verb cluster order vari-
ation has the same functions as modern Dutch verb cluster order variation.
This will allow us to find evidence for or against the hypothesis of language
contact effects on verb cluster orders in older Frisian texts.
If Early-Modern Frisian 1-2 order clusters occur in similar contexts as

modern Dutch clusters in the 1-2 order this would indicate that this order
has the same function in both varieties, and is part of the grammar of the
writer of the Early-Modern Frisian text. This can mean two things: Firstly,
it could be the case that the order was not borrowed, but instead already
existed in the language from Proto-West-Germanic on, subject to the same
cognitive constraints as its modern Dutch counterpart. If this is the case,
and we find no other evidence of borrowing verb cluster constructions, an
older stage of the language would be the source of the variation: this would
support hypothesis 1. Secondly, it could be the case that ‘contact through
bilingualism’ is the source of the variation: hypothesis 2.
If the usage contexts are not similar between Early-Modern Frisian and

modern Dutch, this means it is likely that the 1-2 order has been borrowed
in some way, but with a different function than the function it has in modern
Dutch. In this case, learned borrowing would be the source of the variation:
this would support hypothesis 3.
The reason why we compare Early-Modern Frisian to Modern Dutch

here, and not Early-Modern Dutch or Modern Frisian, is that most existing
research on verb cluster order variation was conducted on modern Dutch.
Results of corpus studies on Modern Dutch verb clusters will give us the
most detailed picture of the contexts in which 1-2 orders are preferred. As
many of these preferences are related to ease of processing and cognitive
constraints, which are unlikely to differ per language, we will work under
the assumption that the same processing mechanisms that are involved in
writing modern Dutch text also apply to Early-Modern Frisian writers. Fur-
thermore, previous work has shown that word order preferences differed de-
pending on the type of auxiliary verb both in Middle Dutch (Coussé 2008)
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and in Early-Modern Dutch (Versloot et al. 2012), much like in modern
Dutch. We summarize the findings for modern Dutch in the next section.

3 Verb clusters in Dutch
3.1 Factors of variation
Dutch verb cluster order variation has been studied more thoroughly than
the variation in Frisian. As noted in the introduction, for two-verb clusters,
both the 1-2 and 2-1 orders may be used in modern Dutch. Diachronically,
there have been changes in the prevalence of the word orders, much as in
Frisian. These changes have been studied and charted by Coussé (2008)
and Coupé (2015). As for Frisian, both orders can be found in the oldest
Dutch texts (De Schutter 2012). Then, as in Frisian, the 2-1 order slowly
became the dominant order in Dutch texts from around the years 1400 to
1600. But subsequently, unlike in Frisian, a development in the opposite
direction began, and the use of the 1-2 order in Dutch texts started to in-
crease (Coupé 2015). This increase continued during the following cen-
turies (Coussé 2008) and appears to be ongoing — Olthof et al. (2017)
showed that younger speakers in the Corpus Gesproken Nederlands (CGN,
corpus of spoken Dutch) have a stronger preference for the 1-2 order than
older speakers.
Synchronically, various corpus studies have addressed the choice that

speakers of modern Dutch have between the two verb orders. With most
auxiliary verbs, the orders are in free variation, and speakers would not
make a conscious decision to use one over the other. The difference is
generally assumed not to correspond to a meaning difference. However,
corpus studies show that the orders are not used randomly (De Sutter 2005;
Bloem et al. 2014). The use of particular orders has been shown to correlate
with a range of factors, and various generalizations have been proposed to
account for the relation between these factors and verb cluster word order:

3.1.1 Minimizing processing complexity

To account for some observations from his corpus study, such as the cor-
relation between main verb frequency and word order, De Sutter (2005)
proposed the idea that speakers will use the verb cluster word order that
they stylistically prefer when they have the spare cognitive capacity to do
so, and will use the default order when they do not have spare cognitive
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capacity. Bloem et al. (2014) take this idea and suggest that it can be tested
by studying whether factors indicating ease of processing correlate with
one particular verb cluster word order, which would be the ‘default’ order.
Subsequently, Bloem et al. (2017) found various patterns that support this
assumption, arguing that one of the word orders, the 1-2 order, might be
easier to process. When both orders are grammatical, the 1-2 order appears
to be preferred by speakers in contexts that are complex to process for the
purpose of minimizing the processing complexity of the utterance.

3.1.2 Structural priming

In a psycholinguistic experiment, Hartsuiker & Westenberg (2000) showed
that verbal cluster orders can undergo structural priming — a 1-2 order
was more likely to be produced when participants had been presented with
this order in a priming sentence, even though different words were used.
The effect was found for both the spoken and the written modality. Corpus
studies also show that 1-2 orders are more likely to occur after other 1-2
orders (De Sutter 2005; Bloem et al. 2017).

3.1.3 Semantics of the main verb

Collostructional analysis studies have found that certain main verbs are used
statistically significantly more often in either the 2-1 or 1-2 order in written
text (De Sutter 2005; Bloem 2016a) and that certain semantic classes of
verbs also appear to have such usage preferences (Bloem 2016a). For ex-
ample, verbs with negative semantics are more likely to be used in the 2-1
order (Bloem 2016a).

3.1.4 Auxiliary verb class

De Schutter (1964) noted that the different auxiliary verbs have different
frequencies of occurrence in the 1-2 and 2-1 order. This finding also holds
when grouping instances of auxiliary verbs by their semantic class, such as
modal verbs, auxiliaries of time (De Sutter 2005).

3.1.5 Information weight

Some studies have discussed evenly distributing information weight through-
out a sentence (De Sutter et al. 2007) and the verb cluster (Bloem 2016b)
as a factor, though this could also be considered a processing effect.
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3.1.6 Rhythmic factor

Evidence has also been found that Dutch speakers move verbs in the verb
cluster around to avoid stress clashes and to adhere to the rhythm of the
Dutch language (De Schutter 1996; 2012).
Along with these potential sources of intraspeaker variation, there is also

interspeaker variation. Speakers from different regions have different word
order preferences (Pauwels 1953) and younger speakers have a stronger
preference for the 1-2 order than older speakers (Olthof et al. 2017). Some
other contextual factors play a role as well — the mode of communication
(spoken or written), the interactivity of the discourse, the immediacy of the
discourse, and stylistic preferences of the speaker or language community
(De Sutter 2005).

3.2 Processing verb cluster orders
It has been argued that, in more complex contexts, the ‘easier’ verb cluster
order is used (De Sutter 2009; Bloem et al. 2017). Various arguments have
been made regarding which order is ‘easier’ or ‘default’ in Dutch: De Sutter
(2009) discusses the 2-1 order as easier to process, while Bloem et al. (2017)
conclude that it is likely to be the 1-2 order on the basis of a large corpus
study. Other arguments for an 1-2 default are that it seems to be acquired
earlier by children (Meyer et al. 2015) and has a more uniform information
density (Bloem 2016b).
The arguments used for these claims could apply to Frisian as well, al-

though they have not been tested. The 1-2 order is claimed to be acquired
earlier than the 2-1 order by Dutch children because the 1-2 order seem-
ingly violates verb-finality and is therefore a new construction to be learned.
The most verb-like element, the finite verb, is not in the final position in
a 1-2 order cluster (Meyer et al. 2015). Verb-finality is learned quite early
by Dutch children, and presumably by Frisian children as well, as Frisian
is also a verb-final language. Therefore, this same argument should apply
to Frisian. Furthermore, cognitive constraints on processing are unlikely to
differ for speakers of different, closely related languages.
If both verb cluster orders are available in the mental grammars of the

authors who wrote texts in Early-Modern Frisian, and this language chance
occurred ‘from below’, we would expect to find similar factors affecting
Early-Modern Frisian verb cluster variation: the 1-2 order is used in more
complex contexts. If the 1-2 order was a learned borrowing, stylistically
marked, it would not be used in this way. Bloem et al. (2017) used the
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following factors as indicators of processing complexity in their study of
Dutch verb clusters:

3.2.1 Syntactic priming

When a word or construction is perceived or produced it is activated, and
some traces of this activation remain for a while, making it easier to re-
activate them. In Dutch, verb cluster orders can syntactically prime each
other (Hartsuiker & Westenberg 2000) and priming or persistence effects
can be found in written text too (De Sutter 2005).

3.2.2 Morphological structure of the main verb

Dutch has separable complex verbs, which contain a particle that may ap-
pear in a different place in the sentence in some contexts. Separable verbs
have been argued to be more complex to process because, unlike regular
verbs, syntactic processes can operate on them in addition to morphologi-
cal processes (Bloem et al. 2017). Separable complex verbs exist in Frisian
too. If the 1-2 order is an available option in the writer’s grammar without
being stylistically marked, we would expect it to be used in the more com-
plex condition (i.e. when the verb is separable as opposed to inseparable).

3.2.3 Length of the middle field

Verb clusters preceded by longer middle fields can be considered more dif-
ficult to process, because a longer middle field is more likely to lead to
long dependency lengths and more dependencies between various parts of
the middle field and the verb cluster at the end. According to resource-
limitation models of language processing, this would lead to greater inte-
gration costs at the verb cluster.

3.2.4 Structural depth

Verb clusters that are further down in the syntactic tree of a sentence may
be considered more difficult to process, assuming that the apparent hierar-
chical syntactic structure of sentences is cognitively real.
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3.2.5 Information value of the last preverbal word

This factor concerns the word class of the word that is used directly be-
fore the verbal cluster. Psycholinguistic evidence suggests that closed-class
words are processed differently than open-class words, however, it is not
clear which word class is actually easier to process.

3.2.6 Definiteness of the last preverbal word

When a definite NP occurs before the verb cluster, it has to be linked to
a previously given discourse element, which may be more complex than
processing an indefinite NP.

3.2.7 Frequency of the main verb

Psycholinguistic theories generally assume that more frequent words are
more easily activated, making them easier to process.

3.2.8 Extraposition

In Dutch, it is possible to extrapose prepositional objects, positioning them
after the verb cluster. This is called PP-over-V and is a common construction
(Willems & De Sutter 2015) and it has been hypothesized to make long mid-
dle fields easier to process (van Haeringen 1956). PP-over-V is grammatical
in Frisian too.

3.2.9 Multi-word units

A multi-word unit (MWU) is a lexical unit, consisting of multiple words that
together carry a different meaning than that of its constituent parts. They
are processed faster and remembered better than other sequences of words.

These factors could also be studied in Early-Modern Frisian. In this pa-
per, we will limit ourselves to factors that can be extracted from a part-of-
speech tagged historical corpus automatically. In section 4.4, we discuss
which of these factors can be studied in the available Early-Modern Frisian
corpus data without manually combing through the corpus.
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4 Data and methodology
To study Early-Modern Frisian verb cluster orders and their usage con-
texts, we have extracted verb clusters from a corpus of Early-Modern Frisian
texts, the Integrated Language Database9 (Taaldatabank, TDB) of the Fryske
Akademy. This corpus contains all of the attested Frisian texts from the
years 1550-1800. The texts have been tokenized, lemmatized and part-
of-speech tagged manually. This section describes the corpus annotation,
the selected texts and the process of verb cluster extraction and data pre-
processing.

4.1 Texts
From the corpus, we have selected several of the longer texts and text collec-
tions for analysis. We decided to focus on authors of whom the corpus con-
tains more material, because this is more likely to give us large samples of
verb clusters for a particular author, avoiding interspeaker variation. Larger
samples are advantageous because it is easier to make inferences about the
data when there is more of it.
We also make a distinction between rhyming texts and prose texts, se-

lecting some of each, including a set of rhyming texts and prose texts by the
same author. This factor of text type is relevant because in rhyming texts,
metre and rhyme requirements restrict the constructions that an author can
use, forcing authors to use other stylistic options that they might not use in
prose, such as different word orders. A previously studied example of this
can be found in Old English and Old High German poetry, where verb-first
(V1) declarative clauses are more common in poetry than in prose written in
these languages. This is a result of emphatic verb-fronting, a stylistic tech-
nique used by Old English and Old High German poets (Kaminska 2007).
Interestingly, this word order is also common in prose translated from Latin
to these languages (Kaminska 2007: p. 67), indicating that this use of the
V1 word order may have been borrowed from Latin, becoming a stylistic
option for Old English and Old High German, at least in poetry. It might
be the case that such different uses of word orders occur in Frisian poetry
as well. This section lists the texts and text collections that we have se-
lected from the TDB, along with their year of writing or publication. We
also include year as a factor, as word order preferences may have shifted
over time. We have not used author as a factor in our main analysis, as it

9 https://argyf.fryske-akademy.eu/en/undersyk/taalkunde/yntegrearre-taaldatabank/

https://argyf.fryske-akademy.eu/en/undersyk/taalkunde/yntegrearre-taaldatabank/
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correlates strongly with the factor year and partially with the factor of text
type.

4.1.1 Gysbert Japicx’s collected work (1639-1666)

We included all Frisian texts by Gysbert Japicx that are in the Integrated
Language Database (excluding shorter editions when longer editions of the
same text were available).10 The texts were split by text type: the collected
prose texts of Gysbert Japicx and the collected rhyming texts of Gysbert
Japicx. Gysbert Japicx (1603-1666) was a highly influential poet and writer
from Bolsward, a city in the west of Frisia. He wrote Dutch and Frisian
poetry, as well as Frisian prose, some of which was translated from French.
He also translated Latin psalms to Frisian through Dutch, and may have
written poetry in Latin. Frisian-language publications were exceptional at
this time, and Gysbert Japicx was responsible for the majority of published
Frisian writings in the 17th century (Breuker 1989). These text collections
were chosen because of their importance and large size, as well as the fact
that rhyme and prose texts by the same author are available.

4.1.2 Reyner Bogerman’s Frisian Sayings (1542 and 1551)

These rhyming texts11 were selected because they are relatively old — it’s
Early-Modern Frisian, but it’s still fairly close to the Frisian of the 15th
century.

4.1.3 Van Hichtum’s wedding poetry (1609)

These rhyming texts12 are said to have inspired Japicx to write in Frisian.

4.1.4 Burmania Sayings (1614)

This text13 was selected because it is the oldest longer Early-Modern Frisian
prose text in the corpus.

10 Specifically, the following text numbers in the TDB were included: 2192 of text group 2,
and 3195 of text group 3, all of text group 5 except 5001, 5149 and 5002, and texts 7154
to 7189 and 7191 of text group 7.

11 Texts 1542a & 1551a in the TDB.
12 Texts 1639b and 1639cl in the TDB.
13 Text 1614a in the TDB.
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4.1.5 Waatze Gribberts Bruyloft (1701)

This text14 was selected because it is a longer prose text, written in a register
that appears to be relatively close to spoken language.

4.1.6 Aagtje IJsbrants (1779) by Eelke Meinerts

This text15 was also selected because it is a longer prose text, written in a
register that appears to be relatively close to spoken language. It is of a
slightly later date than Bruyloft.

4.1.7 Eelke Meinerts’ rhyming texts (1777-1783)

These texts were selected to also include some rhyming texts from the au-
thor of Aagtje IJsbrants and from the later end of the Early-Modern Frisian
period.

4.2 Annotation
The texts in the TDB have been manually annotated by an expert on a word-
by-word basis (Visser 1996), mainly for lexical properties. This section sum-
marizes what has been annotated and what has not been annotated, and
how this annotation can provide information about verb clusters. We aim
to use this information to identify verb clusters in the text automatically.
The annotation does not include information on the syntactic structure

of sentences, such as constituent structure or dependency structure. Since
verb clusters are are a syntactic phenomenon, and usually defined in terms
of hierarchical structures, this means that the available annotation does not
tell us which verbs form a verb cluster. For example, not every sequence
of verbs in the linear order of the sentence is a verb cluster — some of the
verbs may belong to a different verb phrase or clause. The annotation also
does not include information on clause boundaries or sentence boundaries,
further adding to the difficulty of identifying which verbs form a syntactic
cluster. The annotations do not include information on the type of clause
either. Verb clusters in subordinate clauses work differently from verb clus-
ters in main clauses, because the syntactically highest verb is generally po-
sitioned in the second position in the main clause (V2-effect). Word order

14 Text 1701c in the TDB.
15 Text 1779m in the TDB.
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preferences in the two clause types are also known to be different in other
Germanic languages, except for English and Icelandic (Askedal 2006). For
these reasons, the two clause types need to be distinguished.
There are various annotations at the word level however, including lemma-

tization. An uninflected, modern Frisian form of each word is annotated
for each token. Numbers are used to distinguish lemmas that are spelled
the same. This makes it possible to aggregate over verb forms or different
spellings, i.e. to know that mot and môtte are both forms of moatte ‘must’.
Information on the form of verbs is also included. This is useful because
knowing whether it is an infinitive, participial or finite verb can help in
automatically determining the verb’s syntactic position in the verb cluster.
Furthermore, the annotation indicates whether a verb is a main verb, aux-
iliary verb or copula, though this property does not seem to take syntactic
position into account — if ‘to have’ is the main verb of a clause, it is still
annotated as being an auxiliary verb. The annotation of verb types is fairly
extensive, also including information on transitivity (for main verbs) and
tense (for auxiliary verbs). Five types of auxiliary verbs are distinguished
in the annotation: modal, passive, aspectual, present and future. Copular
verbs are included as a different verb type, besides auxiliaries. This classifi-
cation is also relevant to the study of verb clusters, as the different auxiliary
verb types exhibit different word order preferences in other Germanic lan-
guages, i.e. Dutch (De Sutter 2005). Furthermore, prefixes and suffixes are
separated from lemmas by a dash. This includes verb particles, making it
possible to distinguish separable verbs, which exhibit different word order
preferences in Dutch.

4.3 Automatic extraction
From the chosen texts, we automatically extracted (potential) verb clusters
and their properties. We wrote a Python script (van Rossum & Drake 2012)
that detects verb clusters in a rule-based manner, using the information
available in the annotation. A verb cluster is defined roughly as follows:

• A sequence of verbs within the same ‘clause’ (sequence of text not
interrupted by punctuation)
• The sequence may be interrupted by a verb particle or ‘te’ (to), which
mark a gerundium (to-infinitive)
• The sequence must have at least one auxiliary verb and one main
verb
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• Auxiliary verbs are verbs that are annotated as modal verbs, auxil-
iaries of time, and passive verbs. They can also be aspectual verbs
and copula verbs, but only when that verb is not an infinitive, te-
infinitive, past participle or present participle (because then it would
be a main verb).
• Main verbs are verbs that are annotated as infinitives, to-infinitives,
past participles and present participles.

The word order of the verb cluster is then determined on the basis of the
relative positions of its constituent verbs in the linear order of the sentence.
It should be noted that this procedure is not 100% reliable, especially in
clusters with infinitival auxiliary verbs, where auxiliary verbs and main
verbs may have the same form.

4.4 Factors potentially affecting order variation
In section 3.2, we saw that some factors correlate with verb cluster word
order variation in modern Dutch, and can account for this variation in terms
of processing effects. While we would like to test these factors for Early-
Modern Frisian too, it is not possible to extract all of them from the TDB
corpus. The TDB annotation is more limited than the annotation of the
Dutch corpus that was used by Bloem et al. (2017): the Dutch Lassy Large
corpus also contains syntactic annotation. In this section, we will discuss
whether each of the relevant factors can be extracted from the Early-Modern
Frisian data in the TDB, and if so, how we operationalize them.

4.4.1 Syntactic priming

Priming may have taken place when the order of two subsequent verb clus-
ters is the same. This factor does not involve any syntactic dependency
between the two verb clusters, so we can operationalize it in the same way
as Bloem et al. (2017). We record whether the previous verb cluster was in
the 1-2 or 2-1 order, if there was one.

4.4.2 Morphological structure of the main verb

Just like Dutch, Frisian has separable complex verbs. In the TDB, such
morphologicial properties are not annotated, but these verbs often appear
to be written with a space or dash between the separable particle and the
rest of the verb. Therefore, we take any verb containing a space or dash to
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be a separable complex verb. When a separable verb is actually separated,
this is annotated both on the particle and on the main verb. These cases are
also counted as separable.

4.4.3 Length of the middle field

As the TDB lacks syntactic annotation, it is difficult to determine the length
of the middle field of a clause before a cluster, or even of the clause. We
measure the number of consecutive words without punctuation, or a line
end (in the case of poetry) as an approximation of clause length, but this
is likely to be inaccurate. For example, if the subordinate clause has an
embedded clause, the length will only be counted from the end of the em-
bedded clause. In section 5.1, we evaluate the accuracy of these estimates.

4.4.4 Structural depth

This measure relates to the position of a verb cluster in the syntactic tree
of a sentence. This information cannot be obtained from the TDB, and we
have not included this factor in the present study.

4.4.5 Information value of the last preverbal word

This factor concerns the word class of the word that is used directly before
the verbal cluster. As this depends only on linear order and word class an-
notation, it can be extracted from the TDB. We operationalize this factor in
roughly the same way as De Sutter (2007), in terms of three classes: highly
informational (nouns, verbs, numerals, proper names), intermediate infor-
mational (adjectives and adverbs) and low informational (pronouns, con-
junctions, prepositions, articles and interjections).

4.4.6 Definiteness of the last preverbal word

This factor cannot be operationalized accurately for the TDB data. While
some morphological properties of nouns are included in the annotation,
such as gender, definiteness is not annotated. And because there is no
syntactic annotation such as dependency links, we cannot easily retrieve
whether a preverbal noun has a determiner that indicates definiteness. There-
fore, we have not included this factor in our study.
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4.4.7 Frequency of the main verb

It is difficult to get an accurate estimation of general word frequencies
in Early-Modern Frisian, especially since they may have varied over time.
We estimated this factor by counting the frequencies of lemmas (not word
forms) in all texts selected from the TDB. This estimate is likely biased due
to the limited number of texts and the limited topics that these texts cover,
but it is the best we can do.

4.4.8 Extraposition

Extraposition of the prepositional object, also called PP-over-V, is another
source of variation that can occur around verbal clusters. It cannot reliably
be detected using the annotation available in the TDB, as it depends on
syntactic links between the prepositional object and the clause before the
verb cluster. Therefore, we have not included this factor in the present
study.

4.4.9 Multi-word units

No annotation on multi-word units, idiomatic expressions or similar infor-
mation is avaiable in the TDB, therefore we have not included this factor in
the present study.

Table 1 summarizes the list of factors we could operationalize for the
TDB, with frequency information for each possible value. Besides these
processing-related factors, there are a few other relevant factors that are
known to affect verb cluster order variation in Dutch that may be relevant
here. As mentioned before, one is the type of auxiliary verb: the 1-2 order
is more common with modal auxiliaries than with hebben ‘to have’ in Dutch,
for example. Another is the use of to-infinitives, or te-infinitives in Dutch,
where order preferences appear to be different. We have included these two
factors in the study.
Another factor is clause type: word order preferences in main clause

clusters are different than in subordinate clause clusters. In the present
study, we only focus on subordinate clause clusters, as in Frisian main
clauses the finite verb is placed in verb-second position, and due to the
lack of syntactic annotation in the TDB we cannot determine which verbs
go together. However, the annotation also does not distinguish between
main clauses or subordinate clauses, so our data set is likely to include some
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Factor Levels Frequency
Text t pe Rhyming text 377

Prose text 1,169
Text ear Approximate year in which text —was published

T pe of
auxiliar

Modal 692
Copula 12
Aspectual 43
Passive 233
Past tense 466
Future tense 94

To-infinitive To-infinitive 79
Not a to-infinitive 1,467

Priming 1-2 order is primed 367
2-1 order is primed 1,171

Separable verb Separable main verb 135
Inseparable main verb 1,411

Information
value

High (nouns and verbs) 597
Medium (adverbs and adjectives) 536
Low (function words) 397

Frequenc of
main verb

Log frequency of the main verb in —the overall corpus
Table 1: Summary of factors and the frequency of occurrence of their

levels.

main clause clusters that look like subordinate clause clusters (for example,
if there is nothing between the finite verb in V2-position and the final verb).
In section 5.1, we have evaluated the extent of this problem.

5 Results
In this section we present our results regarding verb cluster word order in
Early-Modern Frisian. First, we present an evaluation of the reliability of
our automatically extracted data by manually checking a part of it. Then,
we present the results of this automatically extracted data from the Early-
Modern Frisian corpus.
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5.1 Evaluation
In the previous section, we have discussed how the data was automatically
extracted from the corpus, and that the annotation of the TDB corpus was
not always sufficient to extract verb clusters, their word order, and their
associated information unambiguously. Specifically, the script can make
the following errors:

• Categorize a part of a 3-verb cluster as a 2-verb cluster
• Categorize (a part of) a main clause verb cluster or group as a 2-verb
subordinate clause cluster
• Categorize a sequence of verbs that spans clause boundaries as a verb
cluster
• Incorrectly determine the order of a cluster, if verbs that can be both
a main verb and an auxiliary verb are involved (i.e. ‘to have’)
• Incorrectly estimate the length of the clause due to punctuation in-
side the clause, or lack of punctuation

Furthermore, there may be errors in the annotation. The first four error
types affect the verb cluster order that the script reports, the last error types
affects the clause length that the script reports. We have evaluated to what
extent these errors influence the factors that we use in our study by having
a Frisian linguist manually check the annotation of a random sample of 50
1-2 order clusters from Gysbert Japicx’s collected prose work and 50 2-1
order clusters from the same subcorpus. We chose to use prose text for this
evaluation because sentence structure is more complex in these texts and
the script is more likely to make mistakes. A pilot evaluation showed fewer
errors in poetry. Furthermore, prose texts are expected to contain fewer
1-2 orders, so it is more important that the 1-2 orders that are identified,
are correct. The sample is balanced for word order — it is not completely
random, otherwise there would be more 2-1 orders in the sample, as the
texts contain more 2-1 orders. We evaluate only for precision, not for recall
(whether the script finds all the relevant clusters). That would involve read-
ing a sample of the corpus and checking it for any verb clusters the script
might have missed.

5.1.1 Word order errors

Of the 50 automatically extracted candidate 1-2 clusters, 34 were found to
be actual two-verb clusters from subordinate clauses: a precision of 68%. Of
the 50 2-1 clusters, all 50 met this requirement (100% precision). Most of
the erroneous candidate clusters were cases of a finite auxiliary verb in V2
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position in a main clause, immediately followed by the main verb in final
position, with no intervening objects. This looks exactly like a 1-2 order
cluster consisting of a finite auxiliary verb and a main verb at the end of a
subordinate clause. Main clause clusters cannot look like 2-1 order clusters,
which explains the 100% precision for the 2-1 order. This evaluation shows
that a statistical model of this data is likely to overestimate the probability
of 1-2 orders somewhat, at least for prose text.

5.1.2 Clause length errors

The Waatze Gribberts subcorpus contained a few verb clusters for which
the length of the clause was estimated to be 484 words, due to a lack of
punctuation in a section of the text. For these outliers, the length value was
manually removed. All other estimates of clause lengths are 40 words or
less.
For the 100manually checked clusters described above, the correct clause

lengths weremanually determined. We used linear modeling to test whether
there is a significant difference between the automatically determined clause
lengths and the manually determined clause lengths.
The model’s estimate of the mean clause length (weighted equally over

manual and automatic measurements) is 8.9 words (95% confidence inter-
val 8.3 .. 9.5 words). The estimated mean of the automatically determined
lengths does not differ significantly from the estimated mean of the manu-
ally corrected lengths (t[168] = 1.1, p = 0.27). We conclude that there is
no evidence for an overall difference between automatic and manually cor-
rected lengths (estimated difference = 0.7 words; 95% confidence interval
-0.6 .. 1.9 words). The estimated mean of 1-2 order cluster clause lengths
also does not differ significantly from the estimated mean of 2-1 order clus-
ter clause lengths (t[168] = −0.1, p = 0.91). We conclude that there is no
evidence for an overall difference between 1-2 and 2-1 order clause lengths
(estimated difference = 0.06 words; 95% confidence interval -1.3 .. 1.2
words). However, both conclusions are qualified by a significant interaction
between correction and word order (p = 0.003): the estimated correction-
related length difference (corrected minus automatic) is 3.8 words greater
for 1-2 orders than for 2-1 orders. In other words, there is evidence for
a cross-over interaction where the effect of manual correction is opposite
for 1-2 orders compared to 2-1 orders. The script significantly overesti-
mates the length of clauses with 2-1 clusters and underestimates the length
of clauses with 1-2 clusters. We must conclude that the automatically de-
termined clause lengths are not reliable predictors of cluster order, even
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though they do not differ significantly from the manually corrected clause
lengths overall. Therefore, we have excluded this factor from the model.

5.1.3 Annotation errors

The expert annotator found a few errors that are likely caused by annotation
errors in the TDB. There were three cases where the to-infinitive status of
a main verb was not detected. Furthermore, the annotator disagreed with
the auxiliary type labels of two verbs. Litte ‘let’ is annotated as an aspectual
verb, but the annotator considered it to be more like a modal verb, and be-
hearre ‘should’ is annotated as a modal verb, but the annotator considered it
to be more like an aspectual verb. Two of the 100 sample clusters contained
litte and four contained behearre. We decided to follow the annotation on
this point and not make modifications to the auxiliary verb classes in the
TDB.

5.2 Multifactorial model of order variation
To be able to discuss the effect that different factors have on verbal cluster
order variation in early-modern Frisian, we have created a multifactorial
model using the factors described in section 4.4. We model verbal cluster
order as a binary variable, in which the order can be 1-2 (ascending) or 2-1
(descending). This is the dependent variable. This variable is modeled in
terms of the factors of the multivariate model, the independent variables,
using logistic regression.
Verbal cluster order variation is one of many language variation phe-

nomena where it has been established that multiple factors contribute sig-
nificantly to the observed variation (De Sutter 2005). Such phenomena are
best studied using multifactorial models, rather than testing each factor one
by one. Starting with Gries (2001), such multifactorial models have been
successfully used in the study of language variation. Multifactorial models
allow the researcher to examine how much a particular factor contributes
to the choice of a construction or word order, while controlling for the other
factors. Studying several factors in isolation may cause the same variation
to be attributed to multiple factors. Testing each factor while applying the
necessary corrections for running multiple tests also increases the chance of
type II errors, a failure to reject a false null hypothesis, and the statistical
power of a multifactorial model is greater.
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We will start with some general observations regarding the data. The
2-1 order is more frequent overall: the data set contains 1546 clusters in
total, of which 1175 clusters are in the 2-1 order and 371 clusters in the 1-2
order. Since we expect more word order variation in the rhyming text type,
it is interesting to look at word orders per text type. Figures 1(a) and 2(a)
shows the distribution of verb cluster orders by text type, revealing that the
1-2 order is relatively and absolutely more frequent in the rhyming texts,
and that there is more word order variation there.
It is also interesting to look at word orders per type of auxiliary verb,

as different auxiliary verbs exhibit clear word order preferences in Dutch.
Figure 1(b) shows the absolute counts and figure 2(b) shows the relative
percentages.
Table 2 lists all of the explanatory variables used in the model, along

with their effect size. The model uses these variables to predict the bi-
nary dependent variable of verbal cluster word order. This table allows us
to explore the effect of each factor on verbal cluster order. Most of the
explanatory variables are categorical, and for these variables we coded or-
thogonal contrasts to be able to compare the estimated effect of categories
to the estimated mean effect of multiple other categories. For example, for
the variable t pe of auxiliar , the effect of the category of modal auxil-
iary verbs is compared to the mean effect of all other categories (shown in
Table 2 as +Modal compared to -FutureAspectualCopulaPastPassive). The
effect size listed for the +Modal auxiliary type then indicates the odds of
a 1-2 order when there is a modal auxiliary verb, rather than another, all
other conditions being the same.
One might wonder why we do not compare every type of auxiliary verb

to the average of all other types. This is not possible in a single statisti-
cal test, as including more contrasts than the number of levels, minus one,
would introduce multicollinearity — certain auxiliary types would be in the
model more than once, and these ‘copies’ would then have a correlation of
1 with each other. An assumption of regression modeling is that the factors
do not correlate with each other, so this cannot be done. Orthogonal con-
trasts are the next best option — another option would be to compare every
type of auxiliary to one particular ‘baseline’ type, but there is no one type
of auxiliary that is ‘default’ or ’basic’ in verb cluster constructions.
We ordered the orthogonal contrasts such that the auxiliary verb types

which deviate the most from the average in modern Dutch are tested first.
Therefore, we start by comparing modal clusters to the average, as modal
auxiliaries have a very strong 1-2 order preference in Dutch (the 2-1 order
is sometimes even said to be ungrammatical). The same goes for future
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auxiliaries, and the less frequent aspectual auxiliaries. Next come the cop-
ular verbs, which deviate from the average in the other direction in Dutch,
having a 2-1 order preference. Passive and past auxiliaries come last, as
they have more or less average word order preferences in Dutch (Bloem
et al. 2017). In short, the order of comparison is: Modal, Future, Aspectual,
Copula, Past, Passive.
The effect size of each variable is given as an odds ratio. An odds ratio

further from 1 in either direction indicates a stronger effect. An odds ratio
of 1 would mean that there is no difference in the odds of a 1-2 order when
a modal is used, compared to another auxiliary verb. In line with previous
work, we are reporting values for the 1-2 order. As a result, odds ratios > 1
indicate an effect of association with the 1-2 word order, odds ratios < 1
indicate the 2-1 order. In our results the odds ratio for the modal contrast is
1.19, showing that in our data, clusters with modal auxiliaries are estimated
to be 1.19 times more likely to be in the 1-2 order than clusters with other
auxiliary verbs. This difference is not significant however, so our model pro-
vides no evidence for an effect of modal auxiliaries (t[1545] = 0.17; 95%
confidence interval = 0.76 .. 1.84 times; p from one = 0.44). In Table 2,
asterisks indicate statistical significance: One asterisk (*) indicates statisti-
cal significance at the p < 0.05 level, two asterisks indicate significance at
p < 0.01, and three asterisks indicate significance at p < 0.001.
The variables ear and frequenc of main verb are not categorical,

but continuous. In these cases, the odds ratios show the increase or decrease
in the odds of a 1-2 order per unit (i.e. per additional year).
It should be noted that the model is likely to over-estimate the number

of 1-2 orders because, as we saw in section 5.1, the automatic extraction
gives us false positives for 1-2 orders but not for 2-1 orders. Since the script
achieved a precision of 68% on 1-2 orders, the true odds are likely to be
around 0.68 times lower than the odds estimated by the model we present
here, although this does not control for correlations between specific factors
and the error rate.
The results in Table 2 show that the model estimates 1-2 orders to be

18.69 times more likely in rhyming text than in prose text (95% confidence
interval 12.8 .. 27.8 times). 1-2 orders are significantly more likely in
rhyming text than in prose text (t[1545] = 2.93; p = 5.51 × 10−49). We
conclude that Early-Modern Frisian rhyming texts are more likely to contain
verb clusters in the 1-2 order than Early-Modern Frisian prose texts.
Regarding the type of auxiliary verb, we can observe several things. As

mentioned, clusters with modal auxiliaries are estimated to be 1.19 times
more likely to be in the 1-2 order than clusters with other auxiliary verbs,
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Variable Contrast Odds ratio
Text t pe +Rhyme / -Prose *** 18.69
Text ear Per additional year 0.998

T pe of
auxiliar

+Modal / -FutAspCopPastPassive 1.19
+Future / -AspCopPastPassive 0.98
+Aspectual / -CopPastPassive ** 7.15
+Copula / -PastPassive ** 7.88
+Past / -Passive *** 2.50

To-infinitive +Yes / -No *** 8.33
Priming +1-2 / -2-1 0.95
Separable verb +Separable / -Inseparable 0.64
Information
value

+High / -LowMedium 0.91
+Medium / -Low *** 0.24

Frequenc of
main verb

Per additional order of magnitude 0.959

Table 2: Effect of different variables on the likelihood of 1-2 verbal
cluster orders.

a difference that is not significant (t[1545] = 0.17; 95% confidence interval
= 0.76 .. 1.84 times; p from one = 0.44). Therefore, we have no evidence
of an effect of the use of modal auxiliaries on verb cluster order in Early-
Modern Frisian. In modern Dutch, verb clusters with modal auxiliaries have
a strong 1-2 order preference (Bloem et al. 2017), and diachronically, Dutch
modal verb clusters, and other clusters taking infinitival main verbs, shifted
towards a 1-2 order preference earlier than verb clusters with other auxil-
iaries (Coussé 2008: p. 63).
We do observe a significant difference for the contrast of aspectual auxil-

iary verbs versus copular, passive and past ones: the model estimates aspec-
tuals to be 7.2 times more likely to occur in the 1-2 order (t[1545] = 1.97;
95% confidence interval = 2.7 .. 18.8 times; p = 5.58×10−05), even though
this category only occurs 43 times in the data. We conclude that aspectual
verbs are more likely to occur in the 1-2 order than copular, passive and
past auxiliary verbs. In Dutch, aspectual verbs behave like modal verbs in
that they are almost always used in the 1-2 order, though 2-1 orders can be
judged acceptable. They are also more widely used in Dutch than in Frisian.
Another significant difference here is between copular auxiliaries, and

past and passive ones. The model estimates copular auxiliaries to be 7.9
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times more likely to occur in the 1-2 order (t[1545] = 2.06; 95% confidence
interval = 2 .. 36.5 times; p = 0.0049), although this category is even
more infrequent, occurring only 12 times in the data. Nevertheless, we can
conclude that copular verbs are more likely to occur in the 1-2 order than
passive and past auxiliary verbs. Conversely, in Dutch, copular auxiliaries
have the strongest association with the 2-1 order out of all the auxiliary
verb types.
The final significant difference among the auxiliary verb types is be-

tween passive auxiliaries and auxiliaries of past tense. Passive auxiliaries
are estimated to be 2.5 times more likely to occur in the 1-2 order (t[1545] =
1.62; 95% confidence interval = 2.5 .. 10.2 times; p = 6.55 × 10−06. We
conclude that passive auxiliaries are more likely to occur in the 1-2 order
than past auxiliary verbs. In Dutch, past tense auxiliaries (with particip-
ial main verbs) have a somewhat greater 1-2 order preference than passive
auxiliaries (De Sutter 2009).
Even though the data set does not include many verb clusters with a

to-infinitive (79 out of 1546 clusters), we see that the model finds a sig-
nificant effect. Clusters with to-infinitives are estimated to be 11.5 times
more likely to be in the 1-2 order than other clusters (t[1545] = 2.12; 95%
confidence interval = 4.3 .. 16.0 times; p = 2.06 × 10−10). We conclude
that to-infinitival clusters were more likely to be used in the 1-2 order in
Early-Modern Frisian texts.
Lastly, we can observe a statistically significant effect of the informa-

tion value of the preverbal word: when this word is medium-informative
(an adverb or adjective) rather than low-informative (a function word), the
cluster is estimated to be 0.24 times more likely to be in the 1-2 order, or
in other words, 4.16 times more likely to be in the 2-1 order (t[1545] =
−1.44; 95% confidence interval = 0.16 .. 0.35 times; p = 4.04 × 10−12).
We conclude that 2-1 order clusters were more likely following medium-
informative words and 1-2 clusters were more likely following function
words in Early-Modern Frisian texts. In modern Dutch, both function words
and medium-informative words are more associated with the 1-2 order,
while high-informative words before clusters are more associated with the
2-1 order (Bloem et al. 2017).
We find no evidence for an effect of year. The direction of the model’s

estimate is a slight decrease in 1-2 orders over time, but this effect is not
statistically significant. For the remaining factors listed in Table 2, we also
found no evidence of an effect on verb cluster order in Early-Modern Frisian.
In studies of modern written Dutch corpora, effects of all of these factors
were found (De Sutter 2005; Bloem et al. 2017), though the fact that the
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Dutch corpora that have been studied are much bigger plays a major role
in this: with a larger corpus, effects of smaller size can be proven, as there
will be more evidence for statistical signficance.
When using such a large multifactorial model, there is the risk that the

different factors are not independent, and partially explain the same portion
of the variation. For example, it might be the case that modal auxiliary verbs
are generally also more likely to be used in rhyming text. Statistically, we
can test for this by computing the variance inflation factor (VIF) of the
variables in the model. This is a measure of multicollinearity — correlation
between predictor variables. In our model, all of the VIFs are very low
(< 1.3, less than 10 is considered acceptable). The factors therefore do not
appear to correlate with each other, are independent, and do not statistically
account for the same parts of the variation.

6 Discussion
Using the results above, we can now expand upon the three possible sources
of verb cluster order variation in Early-Modern Frisian that we proposed in
this article. These sources were the following:
i. Variation in Early-Modern Frisian texts is not due to contact, but a
continuation of the mediaeval situation.

ii. Variation in Early-Modern Frisian texts is due to contact through
bilingualism, with early acquisition of the optionality, similar to the
modern Frisian situation and the arguments made by Bremmer (1997).

iii. Variation in Early-Modern Frisian texts is due to learned borrow-
ing, with late acquisition of the optionality, along the lines of Blom’s
(2008) account for the mixed Frisian texts.

To establish whether there was a language contact effect, and what type,
we are interested in the similarities and differences to the factors that affect
modern Dutch verb cluster order variation.
Firstly, our model of verb cluster order in the Early-Modern Frisian cor-

pus showed us that there is a clear effect of text type on the use of 1-2
orders: the Dutch-like 1-2 order is used far more in rhyming text. While it
can also be used in prose text, the stylistically demanding context of rhyme
apparently prompted Early-Modern Frisian writers to make more use of the
1-2 option. The high usage percentages in the rhyming texts shows that
the Early-Modern Frisian writers had no problem using this word order as
a stylistic option, at least.
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Furthermore, we observed an association between to-infinitives and the
1-2 order. This link was also noted by Hoekstra (2012), who found to-
infinitives to be relatively frequent in the 1-2 order in a Gysbert Japicx
text. Hoekstra argues that this indicates borrowing from Dutch, where to-
infinitives are said to be head-initial (i.e. auxiliary-first). This construction
may have been convenient to borrow because there was no similar construc-
tion in Frisian, and it seems like it came as a package with the 1-2 cluster
order from Dutch. A similar argument could be made for our finding that
aspectual verbs are more associated with the 1-2 order — they are also more
commonly used in Dutch than in Frisian (Hoekstra 2012). These findings
make the ‘no contact’ option a rather unlikely option.
Hoekstra (2012) provides the additional observation that larger verb

clusters (with more than three verbs) are more likely to be in an ascending
order (i.e. 1-2-3), but the sample size is small in that case, and we have not
examined larger clusters in detail in the present study.
Generally, we did not observe much evidence for the processing effect

that was observed for modern Dutch verb cluster order variation (Bloem
et al. 2017). While we were only able to make use of a limited range of
factors, we found no evidence for typical processing effects such as an in-
creased 1-2 order preference for separable verbs in our Early-Modern Frisian
data. This indicates that the Early-Modern Frisian 1-2 order did not have
the function of reducing processing loads in certain contexts that it appears
to have in Dutch. There was also no evidence of a priming effect, although
this is difficult to measure in text — in modern written Dutch, writers are
more likely to use a 1-2 order after another 1-2 order, showing that these
orders are elements that are integrated well enough into the language sys-
tem to undergo structural priming. We cannot say this for the Early-Modern
Frisian data.
It seemsmore plausible that the 1-2 order is mainly a stylistic device used

by these authors in the written modality, rather than a construction with
the function of decreasing language processing load as in Dutch. This points
at the conclusion that the contact effects we do observe are a consequence
of learned borrowing, not of widespread bilingualism as in modern Frisian.
Other examples of learned borrowings and similar phenomena can be

found in historical Frisian texts. Brandsma (1936: p. 23) notes Gysbert
Japicx’s overuse of -je-verbs. Frisian has two classes of weak verbs. Verbs
in class I end in -e, which corresponds to standard Dutch verb endings, and
verbs in class II end in -je. There is no Dutch or Low Saxon analogy for
this second class. Brandsma’s (1936) study shows that Gysbert Japicx has
mixed up the two classes in his writings. There were not much more than
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ten verb types of class I where he always used class I endings, while there
were ‘many’ verbs that he used with different class endings — mainly class
II endings on verbs that were originally class I, but some examples of the
reverse were also found. It appears that Japicx overused the ending that
is typical of Frisian. This might be a case of hypercorrection caused by
knowledge of Dutch or Dutch writing, in order to avoid Dutch interference.
It might also be a case of late acquisition (either adult L1 acquisition or
L2 acquisition) in which not all the subtleties of the system were acquired
by Japicx, resulting in this overgeneralization of class II endings. Similar
late acquisition appears to have taken place with Japicx’s 1-2 order verb
clusters.

7 Conclusion
Our data suggests that learned borrowing is the primary source of 1-2 verb
cluster orders in Early-Modern Frisian texts. The lack of a function for the
1-2 order beyond stylistic usage indicates late acquisition, perhaps when the
writers of these texts learned to write in another language than Frisian, as
Frisian did not have much of a written tradition. In this case, the subtleties
of the usage patterns of the 1-2 order in Dutch were either not fully acquired
or not fully transferred into their Frisian. At the same time, there are clear
signs of language contact, as some verb cluster constructions (such as the
ones with to-infinitives) appear to have been borrowed from Dutch.
In the older, language-mixed Basle Wedding Speeches however, we did

not find signs of borrowing of the 1-2 order, as there was no correlation
between 1-2 verb cluster word order and the use of Dutch word forms.
This indicated to us that Middle Frisian retained the 1-2 order option from
Proto-West-Germanic. We can therefore also not exclude that this language-
internal source still played a role in Early-Modern Frisian, given the fact that
the authors from the early-Modern period apparently did not consider the
use of 1-2 orders to be ungrammatical in their writing. However, in early
20th century Frisian the 1-2 order appears to be completely ungrammatical,
so the present day usage of the 1-2 order cannot be a remnant of Proto-West-
Germanic, but is rather a consequence of widespead bilingualism among the
Frisian-speaking population, which is evidenced by the fact that it has been
observed in children as young as 4 to 6 years old (Meyer et al. 2015).
We conclude that these 1-2 verb cluster word orders used in Early-

Modern Frisian texts likely came from Dutch, but do not have the same
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underlying cause as the modern Dutch word orders. The contact-induced
change that led to the present modern Frisian situation appears to be recent.
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